Welcome to Boise State University's 2011 Spring Commencement. This occasion is your chance to celebrate your success and your future. The challenges are ahead of you, but you have been trained and equipped. Another important step in your education.

To the graduates, we are very proud of you and consider you to be an essential part of continuing to improve the academic excellence and reputation of Boise State University. You have made us proud as you display your knowledge and talent. You take pride in your alma mater. Boise State University.

The value of the degree you will receive today gives the supporting role you have played in your education. You have contributed your time, effort, and support; this education may not have been possible without you.

Finally, let us all remember that learning does not end with graduation. It is a lifelong pursuit of knowledge, enrichment and a meaningful life.

Thank you for placing your trust in Boise State University for your higher education aspirations. On behalf of the faculty, alumni, staff and students, let me be the first to offer heartfelt congratulations and best wishes for a bright future.

Sincerely,

Bob Kustra
President
Boise State University

SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2011
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Welcome to Boise State University's 2011 Spring Commencement. This ceremony, in your honor, is our University's finest hour. Your years of hard work and dedication have paid off. The challenges set before you have been met after enduring countless late nights, lectures and exams. Another impressive class of Broncos is ready to make its mark on the world.

To the graduates, we are very proud of you and your accomplishments, and we are committed to continually improving the academic profile of Boise State to ensure that you take pride in your alma mater. Boise State University is on the map and on the move. The value of the degree you will receive today will grow along with our reputation as a metropolitan research university of distinction.

To the loved ones of the graduates, take pride in the accomplishments being recognized today given the supporting role you have played in the lives of our graduates. Without your love and support, this celebration may not have been possible at all.

Finally, let us all remember that learning does not stop with graduation. The noble, lifelong pursuit of knowledge, enrichment and enlightenment is critical to a full and meaningful life.

Thank you for placing your trust in Boise State University for your higher education aspirations. On behalf of the faculty, alumni, staff and students, let me be the first to offer a heartfelt congratulations and best wishes for a bright future.

Go Broncos!

Sincerely,

Bob Kustra
President
Boise State University
With record student enrollment, new academic buildings, additional degree programs and an expanding research portfolio, Boise State University is The New U Rising. Growth in all these areas has been the defining characteristic in recent years for the largest university in Idaho.

Boise State is in the midst of a transformation that nurtures its traditional teaching strengths while expanding its capabilities in research and scholarly activity. This is not a revolution, but instead an evolution that reflects the integral part Boise State plays in contributing to the quality of life in the Treasure Valley and beyond.

The campus community has embraced this opportunity to grow, change and flourish. Boise State is establishing itself as a university distinct in the West with the implementation of its Charting the Course strategic vision, Campus Master Plan for facilities, and Initiative for Athletic Excellence.

Boise State has embarked on a mission to become a metropolitan research university of distinction. Its efforts are focused on:

- Providing a quality undergraduate experience
- Offering more graduate programs
- Enhancing and expanding its research mission
- Forging partnerships that contribute to regional growth and development
- Providing a center for cultural and intellectual exchange that enriches the community

Boise State's broad range of undergraduate programs and several highly regarded programs at the graduate level make it an institution that can meet the educational needs of many. Boise State features academic programs in seven colleges: Arts and Sciences, Business and Economics, Education, Engineering, Graduate Studies, Health Sciences, and Social Sciences and Public Affairs. Students can study abroad, participate in one of the largest internship programs in the Northwest and work with professors on cutting edge research in a variety of fields.

With an enrollment of nearly 20,000 students, Boise State is a progressive learning-oriented, student-focused university dedicated to excellence in teaching, innovative research, leadership development and community service. These students are benefiting from a renewed emphasis on the undergraduate experience and reaching graduation day better prepared for the challenges of the 21st century.
PROGRAM

Spring Commencement • May 14, 2011 • 10:00 a.m.

Prelude Music ............................................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds, John King, Director

Processional: *Pomp and Circumstance* ............................................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds

Audience please stand during the processional.

Presentation of Colors ............................................................. City of Boise Police Pipes & Drums

Audience please stand during the presentation of colors. ROTC Honor Color Guard, Boise State Bronco Battalion

National Anthem ..................................................................................... Boise Police Honor Guard

Audience please stand during the national anthem.

Welcome and Introductory Remarks ............................................................. Robert W. Kustra, President

Welcome from the State Board .................................................................... Milford Terrell

Kenneth Edmunds

Recognition of Emeriti ............................................................. Martin E. Schimpf, Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Honorary Doctorate ............................................................. John A. Elorriaga, Recipient

Student Address ............................................................. Tabatha Renz, Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies

Conferring of Degrees ............................................................. Robert W. Kustra, President

Presentation of Degrees ............................................................. Martin E. Schimpf, Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Hooding of Doctoral Candidates ............................................................. Janet Downs, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Emily Louise Gibson, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Donnie Hale, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Darlene Helene Hartman-Hallam, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Qawi lbnZayd Harvard, Ph.D. Electrical and Computer Engineering

Dianna Hooley, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Kristina Luckey, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Eun Kyoung Yu, Ed.D. Curriculum and Instruction

Graduate College ............................................................. Jack R. Pelton, Dean • Alfred Dufty, Associate Dean

College of Arts and Sciences ............................................................. Tony Roark, Associate Dean

Leslie Durham, Associate Professor, Theatre Arts

College of Business and Economics ............................................................. Patrick Shannon, Dean • Kirk Smith, Associate Dean

College of Education ............................................................. Diane Boothe, Dean • Ken Coll, Associate Dean

College of Engineering ............................................................. Amy J. Moll, Interim Dean • Janet Callahan, Associate Dean

College of Health Sciences ............................................................. Tim Dunnagan, Dean

Sarah Toevs, Professor, Community and Environmental Health

College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs ............................................................. Melissa Lavitt, Dean • Shelton Woods, Associate Dean

Professional Technical Education ............................................................. Marilyn Moody, Dean of University Libraries

Closing Music: *You are the New Day* by John David ............................................................. Meistersingers, directed by Linda Schmidt

Recessional and Honor March: *Golden Jubilee* ............................................................. Boise State University Symphonic Winds

Audience please stand during the recessional.

Reception to follow on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Appleton Tennis Complex.
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FACULTY MARSHAL

The Marshal carries the University Mace, symbol of responsibility and authority.

Owen McDougal, President, Faculty Senate

STUDENT MARSHALS

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Nancy Joy Alvarado
Mary Campbell Smith

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Peter John Olsoy
Alicia J Wenigmann

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Tori Jade Pratt
Hailey M Walters

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ashley Rose Lucas
Carlotta Jean Vaughn

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Raymond Tyler Rowe
Travis Andrew Dean

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Adrienne Marie Miles
Joshua James Nickasch

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Nicholas Scott Deem
Cade Weston Hulburt
JOHN A. ELORRIAGA embodies Boise State University’s mission of public engagement. An avid supporter of education in the Northwest, he is a past recipient of the University’s Distinguished Alumni Award.

Mr. Elorriaga is the son of Basque immigrants who ran a boarding house in Jordan Valley, Oregon. After serving in the U.S. Air Force, John attended Boise Junior College (BJC) and became student body president in 1948 and graduated in 1949. He later earned degrees from the University of Oregon, University of Pittsburgh, and the Pacific Coast Banking School at the University of Washington.

He began his banking career at U.S. National Bank of Oregon (which later became U.S. Bancorp) and ultimately was named chief executive officer. Mr. Elorriaga’s belief in education has been evident throughout his career. He taught classes at the American Institute of Banking, Multnomah College and Portland State University. Additionally, he has served on advisory boards for Boise State University and the University of Oregon.

Of his BJC experience, he was strongly influenced by three professors, whom he later honored by establishing fellowships in each of their names. Mr. Elorriaga credits the scolding that one of those professors gave him in 1948 as the event that provided him with the spark to succeed as a businessman and a civic leader.

“I was trying to [slough] through and she called me into her office... She told me I was mentally lazy and that I should get to work...”

“She was hundred percent right. It bothered me so much that I never forgot it all of my life... I think she was a big part of the reason that I became president of the bank. I never forgot what she said, and I worked a lot harder and followed through on things.”

In 1998, he created one of the first endowed professorship programs at Boise State. For 12 years, the Elorriaga Endowed Professorship has continuously provided two three-year professorships. He also established the Ada Burke Endowed Fellowship to recognize exemplary teachers who are active in the business community.

To foster the increasing technological needs of students and faculty, Mr. Elorriaga assisted in creating a state-of-the-art electronic meeting room, named the Hewlett Packard and John Elorriaga Technology, Testing, and Innovation Lab. Additionally, his support of the Basque Studies program has aided it in becoming the largest university program of its type outside of the Basque Country.

Mr. Elorriaga has provided leadership to many community and professional organizations at local and national levels, including the Boise State University College of Business and Economics Advisory Council, American Bankers Association, Idaho Power Company, the Institute for Public Affairs Research, United Way, Leukemia Society of America and the Oregon Shakespearean Festival Association. Recently, he donated his family home for the ION (Idaho, Oregon and Nevada) Center, which serves as a regional museum.

Mr. Elorriaga has received numerous awards for his philanthropy, leadership and humanitarian endeavors. He is the ninth person to receive an honorary doctorate from Boise State.
STUDENT SPEAKER

TABATHA RENZ, originally from Dillon, Mont., is a first-generation college student. She is graduating with highest honors with a bachelor's of science degree in Health Science Studies, maintaining a 3.9 cumulative GPA while partaking in numerous service initiatives.

When Renz was 12 years old, she made a list of things she wanted to accomplish in life. Her goals included graduating among the top 10 in her class, and she can mark that off the list. She is a Boise State University Top Ten Scholar for the Class of 2011.

"Her resume is literally bubbling with the details of her extensive accomplishments in the academic realm, in university, community, state and national volunteerism," said College of Health Sciences professor Jim Girvan in nominating Renz.

"The lives of many in our community and beyond already have been positively impacted through the efforts of this remarkable young woman," he said. "Tabatha's resilience, quiet dignity and emotional intellect serve to typify that which is best in our graduates and humanity as a whole."

Renz recently was appointed by Idaho Gov. C.L. "Butch" Otter to a three-year term as a commissioner for Serve Idaho, the Governor's Commission on Service and Volunteerism. She received national exposure at conferences including the University Presidential Inaugural Conference and the Clinton Global Initiative University.

She led a spring break alternative trip to New Orleans in 2009 to help rebuild the city. She spent one year studying abroad in Prague, Czech Republic, and volunteers with Boise's refugee population through the Agency for New Americans. Her leadership positions have included roles with the Boise State chapter of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Volunteer Services Board and Honors Student Association.

Renz will begin an internship with the William J. Clinton Foundation's Clinton Global Initiative in New York City on June 1. Upon her return to Boise, she plans to commit to a term of service with AmeriCorps before attending graduate school, and to develop a program that helps returning combat soldiers reintegrate into their communities and families through volunteer projects.

Renz prides herself on always taking the road less traveled and following her heart. She is grateful for her time at Boise State and looks forward to creating her future.
GRADUATE COLLEGE

Doctor of Philosophy, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Qawi IbnZayd Harvard

Doctor of Education, Curriculum & Instruction
Janet Louise Downs
Emily Louise Gibson
Doanie Ray Hale Jr
Darlene Helene Hartman-Hallam
Diana Sharon Hooley
Kristina Lee Luckey
Eun Kyoung Yu

Master of Science, Accountancy
Jared Thomas Blackham
Mark Daniel Boekhout
Marcie Lynn Harper
Jennifer Grace Seamons
Anthony John Steriotti

Master of Science, Accountancy, Taxation
Jordan Dale Beck
Kathryn Gale Bennett
Christopher Christian Connelly
Serina Anne Goodrick
Ryan Joseph Marquez
Alexis Eve Owen
Carrie Jo Rock
McLean Richard Russell
Macy Wing May Tsui

Master of Arts, Anthropology
Cynthia Anne Bradbury
Meghan Kim Eastman

Master of Applied Anthropology
Brian Neil Wallace

Master of Applied Historical Research
Brandi R Burns
Sarah Linn Nash

Master of Education, Bilingual Education
Christian D Belden
Trudy Ann McGavin

Master of Science, Biology
Barry M Bean
Pamela Sue Hess
Christopher John Horras
Allison Christine Korte
Janet Christine Layne
Patrick Oliver Sorensen
Ken Tawara

Master of Business Administration
Nathan Brent Bastian
Edward Robert Brathwaite
Scott Reed Brown
Nathan Andrew Burke
Ryan Kenneth Carter
Terry J Cohen
Gabriel Brent Crum
Elaine M Damshen
Bradley John Day
Siddartha Dhanasekaran
Joshua Fred Duin
Jay Allen Ford
Matthew John Frey
Linda Gault
Noah Geier
Michael Reece Henderson
Stephen James Holden
Peter Kimani
Toby Klabo
Brian D Knox
John J Kumm
Jennifer Lehman
Terence Alan Longhurst
Carl Henry Marcum
Kayce D Mc Ewan
Alana Nicole Meyer
Brandon Keith Miner
Samuel Scott Osborn
Jeff Pack
Robin D Schmidt
Thomas Schoeck
Amanda Jane Schoeneweis

Troy C Schrenk
Gary William Thompson
Mohammad Ali Yasin
Eddie van Hout

Master of Engineering, Civil Engineering
Ayad Adnan Al Mofraji
Neil Thomas Fox
Jess Jay Kuening
Muluken Eyasu Muche
Larry Lynn Waters

Master of Science, Civil Engineering
David Jerome Hoekema
W Thilini Ajanthik Jaksa
Elizabeth Akemi Kanashiro
Justin Hal Nielsen
Harlan Dwight-Olson Sangrey

Master of Arts, Communication
Ashley Nicole Duchow-Moore
Tiffani Noelle Isaacscon
Annah Jill Merkley

Master of Engineering, Computer Engineering
Scott Eli Dahl

Master of Science, Computer Engineering
Derek Caleb Klein
Vikram M Patel
Michael L Pook

Master of Science, Computer Science
Ramya Bala Ammu
Dana Allen Jacobsen
Nazia Sarang

Master of Arts, Counseling
Jeremy Franklin Blades
John Joseph Butgereit
Camryn Jayne Conrad
Amy Kristine Curtis-Schaeffer
Amanda Nicole DeYoung
Nathan Cody Ellis
Gretchen Rae Finley
Rhyan Kim Garcia  
David Patrick Horras  
Laura Wynne Mundy  
Kinsey Elora Nelson  
Jeana L Phillips  
Crystal Dawn Rosendahl  
Michelle Colleen Sundquist  
Sara Elizabeth Wright  
Chris Marie Zukowski

Master of Fine Arts, Creative Writing  
Ashley Minetta Gould  
Katelyn Elizabeth Holland  
Dylan John Lambert  
Michael Andrew McGranaghan  
Michael John Simpson  
Merin Leigh Tigert

Master of Arts, Criminal Justice  
Charlie Dawn Anderson  
Stephanie Diana Karas  
Karen Joan Masters

Master of Education, Early Childhood Studies  
Jennie Moyett-Figueroa  
Rebecca Marie Paslay  
Grace Carol Ruddy

Master of Arts, Education, Curriculum & Instruction  
Margaret Lisa Courchane  
Taissiya Vladimirovna Dubinina  
Eric Lynn Funderburg  
Reda Mae Gomske  
Beau Scott Paul  
Karen Wendy Uhl

Master of Science, Education, Educational Technology  
Timothy Alan Heldt  
Melanie D Kennelly  
Anne Elizabeth O'Brien  
Daniel Scott Schall  
Dustin Coleman Summey

Master of Arts, Education, Literacy  
Laura Ann Abbruzzese  
Matthew Yzaguirre Brown  
Michelle Renee Harris  
Kellsie Jo Kater  
Danielle E Smith

Master of Education, Educational Leadership  
Collin Newel Belnap  
Linda J Belnap  
Chester Glenn Bradshaw  
Zachary Kurt Dwello  
Kevin Scott Gifford  
Hailey Ann Howard  
Martha Angelica Lazo  
Katherine Joy Leonard  
Heidi Kay Marchal  
Joshua Vaughn McConnell  
Jeffery Lee Metcalf  
Inna Polishchuk  
Jennifer Layne Wright  
Stefan Benedikt deVries

Master of Educational Technology  
Arthur T Allen  
Kevin Daniel Brenneman  
Libby Jo-El Cody  
John Paul Cook  
Janie Lea Cox  
John Thomas Crescittelli  
Farnoush Hashemian Davis  
Delores Wiseman Edwards  
Lora Lynne Evanouski  
Lindsey Anne Foster  
Samuel Keith Gedeborg  
Jodie Rhea Hale  
Dane Gordon Hartman  
Patricia Pamela Holt  
Chelsea Danielle Isaacson  
Brenda Kay Janot  
Ashleigh K Jensen  
Sean Michael Keasling  
Kathy Grace Komatz  
Laurens Koonce  
Marie D Lawrick  
Evan Eric Lembke  
Jonathan Scott Lutz  
Erin Christie Markus  
Leith Allison Mazzocchi  
Alexis Courtenay Mckean  
Stephen Keith Michael  
Leif Andre Nelson  
Cynthia Mary Orsburn  
Jennifer K Pletcher  
Steven Matthew Poast  
Jerad Morgan Relk  
Michelle Rose Rudolph  
Carlos A Ruiz  
Joel Benjamin Scanga  
Lisa Marie Schmidt  
Troy Michael Staudt  
Graeme Eric Thain  
Rohan Webb  
Luke Parker Wiggs

Master of Science, Educational Technology  
Jessica Caron

Master of Engineering, Electrical Engineering  
Mahesh Satyanarayana Ailavajhala  
Steve Micheal French  
Tyler Glen Hansen  
Prathyusha Kalapala  
Sinan Elias Khudeir  
Muhammad Rizwan Latif  
Lin Li  
Rakesh Kumar Lohit Suryavamshi  
Shwetha Vure

Master of Science, Electrical Engineering  
Hieu Trung Bui  
Beth Rose Cook  
Joe J Gnojewski  
Edward Nelson Henderson  
Adam D Johnson  
Travis Jay Kent  
Abdussalam Ali hameda Khamis  
Gary Lee Van Ackern

Master of Arts, English, Literature  
Lynne N Beautrow  
Elsbeth Louise Cook  
Jennifer Grace Lawrence  
Cassandra Aubrey Smith

Master of Arts, English, Rhetoric and Composition Emphasis  
Jeremy Clifford Branstad  
Sarah Caroline Olson

Master of Education, English as a Second Language  
Maricruz Lenhart

Master of Science, Exercise and Sport Studies  
Cassidy Marie Berlin  
Callie Elizabeth Gunderson  
Sarah Joy Maycock  
Monique Lynae Schaal

Master of Science, Geology  
Jessica Lorraine Sousa  
Ander Jay Sundell  
Nicholas Quentin Vetz

Master of Science, Geophysics  
Emily Soo Kyung Park
Master of Health Science
Selina Dawn Carver
Cynthia Long Dennis
Katie Millicent Forster
Angela Lynn Gribble
Jessica Howard Grunke
William Junichi Hirai
Cindy Marie Hunsaker
Mary C Campbell Smith
Nathan Daniel Spencer
Megan Ann Spurny
Jennifer Ashley Summers
Alex Anthony Theiler

Master of Arts, History
Max William Bonadiman
Benjamin David Brandon
Christopher Lee Browne
Martha Wharry Turner

Master of Science, Hydrologic Sciences
Brian Trail Anderson
Brady Allen Johnson
Megan Kearney Kenworthy

Master of Business Administration, Information Technology Management
Alok Pankaj

Master of Science, Instructional & Performance Technology
Andrew Borg Borresen
Roger Allen Elliott
Patricia Ellen Ferrell
Pamela Jean Fulwider
Leslie Ann Harper
Stenitta Viola Hostetter
Kevin Douglas Jones
Jade Rita Kazmierski
Holly Marie Kersey
Randy Leigh Kirk
Darrell John Kohlmann
Joanne Lucille Payonk Letourneau
Ayanne Tamara Levy
Christopher L McCarty
Elaine Nakamura
Josephine Poelma
Michael D Rogers
Keith Jeffery Steinbach
Laurie Ann Akemi Toyama

Master of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies
Jennifer Lee Edwards
Patricia Fabbri Forbes
Morton Prisament

Master of Science, Interdisciplinary Studies
Mohamed Salih Al-Romahe
Abdullah Turayhib Alothiabi

Master of Kinesiology
Maureen Ashley Flaherty
Kathryn Rae Ham
Kevin Christopher Kalm
Brooke Eloise Lester
Michael Louis McDonald
Erin Christine McGinley
Lauren Kinde Rodgers
Lauren Sullivan Thomas
Melissa Lynette Worley

Master of Science, Materials Science and Engineering
Tanmay P Engineer
Lydia Marjorie Johnson
Douglas Leroy Kellis
Craig Marshal Onodera
Jeffrey Bryce Perkins
David Wilson Thomsen
Cassie Lynne Witherspoon

Master of Science, Mathematics
Robert Edwin Balmer
Nicholas J Davidson
Jason Michael Dreesch
Rik Lee Dummar
Amy Rae Griffin
James Paul Hensley

Master of Engineering, Mechanical Engineering
Patrick Drew Pulver

Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Franklin Rooks

Master of Music, Music, Performance
Collette Marie Clark
Tawa C Love
Michael Kemp Schwartz
David W Simon
Margaret Simon
Maggie Elizabeth Snow
Andrew Howard Stout

Master of Public Administration
Martin Paul Adell
Nancy Joy Alvarado
Kristof Balazs Bihari
Amanda Victoria Brown
Treone Laure Cooley
Seth L Flanigan
Jaine Keturah Hansen
Heather Marie Harrison
Brandy Lee Kay
Niloufar Moghaddasian
Alexander William Netten
Craig Michael Shaul
Zachary Taylor Shoemaker
Nicole Maria Ulacky
Thomas Jason Wiggs

Master of Science, Raptor Biology
Scott Alan Graham
Kathlyn Jean McVey
Micah Noel Scholer
Martina Irene Zucchini

Master of Social Work
Ingrid Mary Agnew
David L Alverson
Brandie Nichole Anderson
Catharine Alaine Anderson
Kirsten Angeline Bagley
Erica Alayne Balch
Shirley Ann Barnowski
Matthew George Bennett
Sarah LeAnn Bickford-Thorpe
Brandy Lee Birdsell
Drea Marie Bowen
Lea Kathryn Bowman
Andrea Dawn Braden
Jessica E Brigham
Scott Clark Brooks
Shannon Lavon Brown
Judy L Carroll
Ronda Elizabeth Case
Linda Marie Christensen
Cynthia Kay Cortes
Rebecca Dawn Cox
April Louise Crosby
Belinda A Daniels
Angelique DeNoia
Misty Ann Deck-Burnett
Brenda Dee
Colleen Kay Devlin
Michael Paul Dixon
Yvette Enriquez
Tiffany Lynn Farber
Deanne Ford
Mary Lou Franzese
Halina Urszula French
Alena Viktorovna Friedman
Kayla B Gainer
Christopher Andrew Garrett
Darci M Graves  
Paul Alan Grayhek  
Amanda Leeannne Grove  
Dominee Rachelle Hall  
Lisa Janine Hall  
Rachel Michelle Hallberg  
Kim Marie Hammond  
Crystal Lee Hanson  
Michelle Lynn Haugland  
Nancy Lea Hausner  
Samantha Ann Hazeltine  
Brook Anshon Heath  
Shannon Marie Hedberg  
Susan Marie Hill  
Marcia Gaye Holthaus  
Brian Werner Huck  
Noel Thomas Hudon  
Holly Noel Hudson-Nogle  
Michala Marie Iverson  
Robin Marie Jensen  
Ashley Renee Johnson  
Curtis William Johnson  
Klarice Ann Johnson  
Chera L Kelsey  
Rachael Anna Kimble  
Lisa La'Ree Kishiyama  
Brandon Douglas Knight  
Celeste Angele Lacombe  
Erin Sheila Larson  
Elizabeth Kathleen Lerandieu-Hillman  
Tiffani Lyn Leslie  
Lorraine Kay Marshall  
Mary Helen McDougall  
Jeri McLaren  
Lisa Mecham  
Shannan Karen Moore-Normington  
Bridget Morrisroe-Aman  
Amanda Nicole Morse  
Charlotte May Myers  
Amanda Kay Neibaur  
Caroline Marie Nelson  
Mark Steven Nelson  
Gregory Ashley Newman  
Lisa Anne Olson  
Summer Audrea Overberg  
Crystal Joy Owens  
Clifford Curtis Paine  
Keisha Marie Payne  
Brian Scott Peck  
Cassie Marguerite Peck  
Molly Marie Perotti  
Ellen Teresa Piper  
Regina Katherine Porter  
Katrin Potticary  
Laurie Ann Powell  
Marcos G Preciado  
Melanie Joyce Prince  
Suzi Marie Quintal  
Shelli Marie Ray  
Tara Lynne Rigby  
John Michael Robinson  
Julie Katherine Rogers  
Lori Lin Rohde  
Melanie Jane Roper  
Melissa Dawn Rowe  
Deborah Jean Russo  
Teresa Salais  
Octavio Arroyo Saldana  
Robert Malling Schmidt  
Nicole Elisha Scott  
Megan Brooke Seaholm  
Amy Renee Seale  
Mendizii Bele Serpa  
Wednesday June Shields  
Cory Michael Sims  
Kevin Lane Sligar  
Dawn Elizabeth Smith  
Robert Andrew Smithson  
Michael Steven Spencer  
Stacy Ann Stephens  
Wendi Ann Story McFarland  
Elizabeth Arlene Tate  
Kevin Lawrence Videtich  
Wanda Lynn Ward  
Christina Marie Warfield  
Jodi Warthen  
Jennifer Kay Welborn  
Michelle Ann Westlund  
Kenneth Dale Widick  
Katherine Ann Wolff  
Morgan Young  
Mark John Ziegler

**Master of Education, Special Education**

Laura Jean Haslam Arnold  
Patricia Ann Martinez Galow  
Angelah Johnette LeBrie  
Jessica Dawn Lopez  
Sarah Beth Mullin  
Janelle Lacy Ottersberg  
Douglas J Sato

**Master of Arts, Teaching English Language Arts**

Rebecca Lee Warren

**Master of Arts, Technical Communication**

Cameron Marie Dufty  
Danica Lynne Rhoades  
April Regina Wargo

**Master of Fine Arts, Visual Arts**

Matthew R Bodett  
Erin Marie Cunningham  
Arin Lindstrom

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)*
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science, Applied Mathematics
Kevin William Aitton*
Tyler A Roshau

Bachelor of Arts, Art Education
Kellie Michelle Cook

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education
Sarah Kimberly Babbel
Ashleigh Brienne Edens

Bachelor of Applied Science
Jenni Lee Alston
Kimberly Ann Bohrer *
Dane A Britten
Michael Wiley Brown
Sean F Bryson *
Kyle William Byerly
Paul E Case III *
Janet Chase
Travis Andrew Dean *
Robin Dunn
Rylan Olaf Elsethagen
Cooper Collins Hayes
Jarod Dale Hunter *
Eric M Keiser *
Christopher Allen Leininger *
Suzen Shufen Lin **
Preston George Lutz II
Kimberly Maiden
Connie Leanette Munson *
Ryan Morse Nelson
Jeremy L Peterson
Jose DeJesus Plascencia
Kristy Kay Ramirez *
Albert Milton Savaria
Tracey N Smith
Carl T Stanley
Sarah Hales Steele
Dawn Theresa Steele
Joseph Lee Thiel
Joseph Graham Toney
Nicole Leigh Young *
Theodore John Zahn

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Botany Emphasis
Jade Taylor Van De Bogart

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Ecology Emphasis
Cody F Kramer
Heidi Elise Ware **

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Human Biology Emphasis
Jessica Moore Allen
James Aaron Bolton **
Maygen Katherine Cardona
Madeline Lillian Connelly **
Zoltan Steven Cserna
Amir Eslami Amirabadi
Anthony Robert Hafez *
Sarah Joyce Jeka
Alexandra L King
Marita Neve King **
Jana Loveland
Darla Dawn Morris
Kevin Michael Stroschein **

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Microbiology Emphasis
Herbert Michael Huittanus *
Matthew David Mirkin
Rachael Louise Nielsen

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Molecular and Cell Biology Emphasis
George Labib Hafez
Denis Kashin
Neda Shefa

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Secondary Education
Carrie Jo Fattig *

Tegan L Rawlings
Sarah Hope Speck

Bachelor of Science, Biology, Zoology Emphasis
Brooke Elizabeth Jane Kelly
Lauren K Troy
Jessica Lynn Vander Veen

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
Sanita Fejzic

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, ACS certified Biochemistry Emphasis
Clifford Michael Csizmar ***
Mark M Swartz *

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, Biochemistry Emphasis
Meghan L Fonken
Reece Jeffrey Knippel
Christopher Martyn Mallory
Nicholas George Spiropulos *
Mikenna Morgan Summers
Valerie Thanh Tran
Crystal June Tyrrell

Bachelor of Science, Chemistry, Professional Emphasis
Jeremy Pomeroy Daniels

Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Humanities/Rhetoric Emphasis
Debbie Lynn Gornal
Carmilynn Taman Ogumoro

Bachelor of Arts, Communication/English, Journalism Emphasis
Amber Clontz
Michael Shane Johnson
Matthew Grant LaRue
Myranda Kate Mondry
Erin Kelly Morris
Heather A Spriet

Bachelor of Arts, English, Linguistics Emphasis
Amy Anne Floto **
Kyla A Heller
Sarah Kathryn Jackson
Erin M Lind
Anneliese Marie Satz
Sara May Williams
Elly J Zimmer ***

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Bachelor of Arts, English, Literature Emphasis
Athena B Barkdull **
Valerie Noel Burden
Janey Maria Chao *
Scott Gregory Clark
Alicia M Clegg
Katie E Collodge
Tess A Grover ***
Kathleen Hamilton **
Sarah B Holman *
Nicholas Rafael Lara
Sandra Maria Loera
Kenneth Roy Rudy

Bachelor of Arts, English, Teaching
David Karle Armitage
Fawn Ellane Caveney
Summer Ann Cook
Janna Kyle Davis *
Jessica Harris-Powell
Robert Earl Kelley
Catherine Karen Keys
Kristy Marie Lacer
Elisabeth Frances Mann
Corina Monoran *
Gail Marie Pavlock
Whitney Rachael Rucklos
Joan Rudd *
Misty Ann Schoof *
Jolene Ann Simper
Rebecca Louise Warwick *
Jordan Alise Wilson **

Bachelor of Arts, English, Technical Communication Emphasis
Gabrielle Bren Andrews
Sarah Jean Braegger
Emily Jean Call
Blane Charles Holden
Sherry Lynn Horton
Marsha J Jones *
Sarah Amber Sorenson
Angela Clare Tuft *
Jacob Dean Weickum

Bachelor of Arts, English, Writing Emphasis
Shara L Abraham *
Rex Lee Adams
Eric Edward Austin **
Alexander Michael Blackwell
Megan Colette Bronder
Valerie Noel Burden
Aaron Michael Carr
Katie Colleen Coe
Chelsea Ann Ellis *
Annette M Hall
Stephen Patterson Heleker **
Rebecca Hemingway
Katrina Lynn Hoff
James M Hood
Ryan Jay Huflaker
Kevin Jacob Kelley
Andrea P Korn
Matthew Grant LaRue
Russell A J Lodge **
Seth Steven Marlin
Eric Brian Martinez
Erin Kelly Morris
Christina M Page
Kassandra S Parke
Jennifer Lee Sanders Peterson *
Jonathan M Schoenfelder *
Rachel Nancy Lee Seamount *
Robert Raymond Shaffer
Chauntain Lea Shields *
Joshua David Snell
Jason Matthew Stephens
Lucille Joyce Taylor *
Ryan Mathew White
Jordan Alise Wilson **
Carin Katrina Wirt

Bachelor of Arts, Environmental Studies
Joshua M Enterkine *
Billie Anne Laughtland
Dakota M Lynch
Drew Puccinelli

Bachelor of Arts, French
William E Anderson
Curtis Lynn Christiansen
Jill-Morgan Fisher
Elly J Zimmer ***

Bachelor of Science, Geophysics
Kyle Michael Lindsay
Andrew Peter Nies

Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, Hydrology Emphasis
Michelle Marie Fast
Jama Lynn Hamel
Megan Elaine Jenkins

Bachelor of Science, Geosciences, Geology Emphasis
Jeremiah Dustin LaRocque *

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
Jayce D Bell
Alaina J Gavica
Luke Lancaster Jones

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
Krisa Elizabeth Curtis
Deserea Dawn Kramer
Michael Scott Thomas *

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
Jeremy Paul Billups
Kristi Louise Evans
Meredith Fern Brokaw Hoffman

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics
Corinne Marie Haase
Summer Lynne Hansen

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, Secondary Education
Krista Elizabeth Curtis
Deserea Dawn Kramer
Michael Scott Thomas *
Dustin Ray Lee Kisner
Ryan C Leggett
John J Plaschka
Kayla Ann Roberts
Jerrol Dwayne Sexton
Jessica Marie Simpson
Katherine Joy Zaher

Bachelor of Arts, Music
Jeffrey S Gander
Senica Griffard **
Meredith Fern Brokaw Hoffman
Karen Diana Kaupp
Caitlin Anne Lapine
Carly Cannon Pannell
Kathleen Erin Vant
Sharon Michelle Vargas
Jessica Lynn Youngblood

Bachelor of Arts, Music/Business
Joel Derek Emerson
Brynn L Stockman

Bachelor of Music, Music, Composition
Matthew Russell Durrant **
Michael Scott Gebhart **
Sean Carl Hull **
Beverlie Hazel Leonard ***
Derrick A Race **

Bachelor of Music, Music Education
JaNae Anderson
Michael Scott Gebhart **
Sarah June Goodenow *
Aaron Messinger *
Michael Lee Stear
Joshua Sebastian Vargas **

Bachelor of Music, Music, Performance
Cassandra Charisse Crowell
Matthew Russell Durrant **
Joshua L Edwards *
Jeffrey S Gander
Sarah June Goodenow *
Maria Elayne Gubbels
Sean Carl Hull **
Craig Dean Kaufman
Michiko Miller **
Coralee Rose Sharp
Joshua Sebastian Vargas **
Daniel J Warns

Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy
Julia Marie Berger ***
Joel Derek Emerson
Joseph Victor Hackman **

Derrick Robert Harris *
Stephen Patterson Heleker **
Daniel Ellsworth Jenkins
Neil Luther *
Mollie Faye Messer
Riley T Newton *
Peter John Olsoy **
Joshua David Snell

Bachelor of Science, Physics
Gordon Andrew Alanko
Joshua J Anghel **
Geoffrey Leonard Beausoleil

Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
David Karle Armitage
Ana Guisela Bahruth **
Mallory Grace Castle
Bobbi Jillian Darretta
Berta V Fajardo
Megan Michelle Fry
Bradley Justin Gleason
Maritza L Gomez
Shanna Gail Hagenah *
Brett Clayton Hoffman
Skylar Ann Jett **
Shaelyn Paula Johnson *
Rebecca Ann Jodlin **
Carely L Leon
Kaitlyn Mcdowell
Samantha Jo Millsbaugh *
Katherine R Peterson
Martha Plascencia
Anja Renae Rodriguez
Billy Edward Stronks
Martin Christopher Taylor **
Britt Sonja Watsjold **
Alicia J Wenigmann **

Bachelor of Arts, Spanish, Secondary Education
Brittany Jennifer Malespin *

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Design Option
Dominique D Nelson

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Directing Option
Dominique D Nelson

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Performance Option
Carolina L Chambers *
Amela Karadza
Dominique D Nelson

Leah R Reynolds
Evan Mark Sesek *
Elizabeth Joy Silivius ***

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Secondary Education
Kellie Michelle Cook
Amber Mae Kelley
Anna Greer McKinney

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre Arts, Stage Management Option
Mary Sarah Kelso **
Dominique D Nelson

Bachelor of Arts, Visual Art
Chamong Churjeng
Conrad Reagan Garner
Jared Christian Hicks
Nikole Fay Hunt
Susan Evelyn Lasater
Erin Blue Martin **
Layna M Oyervides
Carolyn Margaret Piers
Amy Estelle Rajkovich
Marie JoAnn Rasmussen
Rebecca Kay Smith
Tyler Marcus Smith *
David Curran Street
Andrew S Tomserth
Kelly Marie Ward
David S Wilson

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Art Metals Emphasis
Stacey Lynn Haq

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Ceramics Emphasis
Sarah Kimberly Babbel
Jennifer Grace Boyd
Randall Duane Carr

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Drawing and Painting Emphasis
Benjamin Ross Browne **
Tocara Joyce Eshbaugh *
Veiko V Valencia Pacheco *

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Interdisciplinary Art Studio Emphasis
Christina Ann Garcia
James P La Marche
Benjamin Morgan Love *

* CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Painting Emphasis
Randall Duane Carr
Lisa Marie Roggenbuck *

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Art, Photography Emphasis
Jill Katherine Chmelko
Eli Jacob Craven
Rochelle Lyn Evans
Penny Ann Key
Akela Marley

Associate of Arts
Nelda Adolf
Ashley Elizabeth Bertsch **
Melanie N Burke
Alice Eleanor Klose

Associate of Science
Samantha Lee
Amy Lyn Nash
Eliida Lilly Palacios
Kyle James Perry
Katherine Anne Proctor
Brandon Dean Steele *
Stephanie Lynn Thueson
Nicholas Eugene Toves
Megan Elise Willardson

Associate of Business
Mikayla Lynn Bleazard
Jake A Bradshaw **
Andi Brady
Amber Rachelle Bringhurst
Tamra Leann Cirello *
Whitney Cleland
James Patrick Connor *

Bachelor of Arts, Accountancy
Erika Barker
Bradley Ralph Barnes
Kelsey Jordan French
Cody John Heer

Bachelor of Business Administration, Accountancy
Ahmed A Aljuboori
Ryan William Anderson
Norma Arechiga
Abel Robles Arias
Sead Berberistanin
Olga Aleksandrovna Bondarenko ***
Richard C Bouvia
Elizabeth Brugato
James Riley Burt
Duke Logan Daniels
Ryan Eugene Durham
Dominique Elliott ***
Samaria Fabian
Colin Ernest Gallaher
James Robert Garrison
Richelle Short Hall
Rich Dillon Havens
David Michael Hefner
Tamara Lynn Hendricks
Jian Qin Hubble **
Stephen Rick Hurst
Jesus David Jaramillo
Tim Scott Kester

Bachelor of Science, Accountancy
Gregory J Giddens
Nathanael D Goode
Christopher John Matika
Chad William Pearman
Mary Michelle Smith
Michelle Lyne White

Bachelor of Business Administration, Business Economics
Debra M Bonkoski ***
George T Butts
Christopher William Hope
Sean Aletor Imadiyi
Keith Braden Klahr
Janae Korfanta *
Elden D Stokes
Jenna E Thompson *

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Tyler Jon Tucker
Adam A Wolfe
Bachelor of Science, Computer Information Systems
Nathan Alan Wallace
Bachelor of Arts, Economics
Kai S Applequist
James Patrick Brady
Stoddard Gage Davenport ***
Tate J Fegley **
Natalya Kojevnirova
Sara Gaspar Kriss
Evan S Mortimer
Daniel Jon Thompson
Blair P Vanderlugt
Hannah Darlene Vinson
Matthew S Wiggs
Bachelor of Business Administration, Entrepreneurship Management
Douglas Kenneth Braase
Mallory Grace Castle
Trevor Donald Grigg
Christopher Matthew Hanson
Maxfield K Hendricks
Austin J Hoy
Kelton Lee Monson
Kent Lee Owings
Robert Edwin Seamount IV
Blake A Simmons
Chase Wolfe *
Ashley Christine Zimmerman
Bachelor of Business Administration, Finance
Humberto Arechiga
Wesley David Boggan
Tia Jean Briggs *
Daniel Ross Cotner
Ashley Marie Dombi
Dominique Elliott ***
Jonathan D Fulcher
James Robert Garrison
Royal S Jensen **
Jeffrey David Kessler
Jordan P Kreamer
Cameron F Kunkler
Christopher S Larsen
Mark Gordon Parent
Adam Zachary Retzer
Justin Salzwedel *
Corey Jordan Smith
Edmund P Springgate
Brian Michael Thacker
Tyler Jon Tucker
Brad R Weigle
Trell Davis Whitehead
Bachelor of Science, Finance
Nathanael D Goode
Bachelor of Science, Finance, General Business
Jacob Scott Aldridge
Zehireta Alic
Abel Robles Arias
Shanshan Bai
Ryan Beus
Kristen Nichole Bottoms
Douglas Kenneth Braase
Christopher Darryl Breshears *
Tiffani Karen Brown
Amanda Catherine Burnett **
Benjamin Michael Cahoon
Gina C Carney *
Kent Blaine Cherry *
Merritt Michael Christensen
April Marie Clark
Andrea Michelle Cronyn
LeeAnn Marie Castle Damman
Wade Allen Deal
Amanda Erin Dobey *
Gabrial Alfred Donaldson
Lonny G Drewrey
Katie Sherrie Duncan
Neil Tyler Durrant
Jonathan Paul Frank
Lauren Frances Fritz
Sarah J Giannopulos
Dayna J Gleason **
Gess Justin Gowan *
Dustin Jacob Grant
Andrew Michael Gruber
Tiffany Teresa Harper *
Rex E Harvey
Annie Elizabeth Hawkins
Chad Robert Hecker
JulieAnn Herron
Ivana Joyce Hotchkiss
Lucas Dean Huffaker
Spencer Paul Jahn
Stephanie Irene Jasper
Dustin William Jemmett *
Shawnell Rae Johnston
Dawn Lynn Gillin Jones *
Daisy Juarez-Tapia
Spencer Jay Karren
Marty Maureen Kennedy *
Keith Braden Klahr
Ricky B Legg
Katelyn Marie Lofland
Briana Rene Long
Manda Marie Love
Larissa S Martineau
Daniel Wade McClary
Hanna M Miller
Aron Cole Mock
Kevin Paul Nobili **
Rachel M Noble
Elizabeth Ortiz-Dominguez
Julie A Peterman *
Angela Elizabeth Post
Tori Jade Pratt *
Michael W Repp
Robert John Richards **
Juana Muniz Rosas
Steven J Rowell
Marjean Schramm
John D Siddoway
Jennifer Larae Sirucek
Keuper F Stark
Angela R Stevens
Mirela Sulejmanovic
Mary K Tenorio
Brian Allen Utt *
Liana Alencastro Veiga
Ryan Edward Warburton ***
Cali M Weinmeister **
Noelle Marie Wildish
Michele Dawn Wood
Trevor John Wright
Bachelor of Business Administration, Human Resource Management
Shanshan Bai
Ryan Beus
Kristen Nichole Bottoms
Douglas Kenneth Braase
Christopher Darryl Breshears *
Christena Freda Coonce
LeeAnn Marie Castle Damman
Amanda Erin Dobey *
Katie Sherrie Duncan
Jessica Dawn Fulcher *
Dayna J Gleason **
Dustin Jacob Grant
Chad Robert Hecker
Lucas Dean Huffaker
Marty Maureen Kennedy *

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Undergraduate Degrees

Sarah C Kitson
Mitchell Steven Magagna
Michele Rose Newgren
Rachel M Noble
Stephanie R Ocker
Vitalina Ojeda
Elizabeth Ortiz-Dominguez
Angela Elizabeth Post
Michael W Repp
Steven J Rowell
John D Siddoway
Angela R Stevens
Danielle Kay Taniguchi
Barret Lee Waggoner
Ryan Edward Warburton ***
Thomas Sage Watkins
Noelle Marie Wildish
David Stanley Wilson

Bachelor of Science, Human Resource Management
John W Ferguson
Brandi Jo Huffman *
Christopher James Stogdill

Bachelor of Business Administration, Information Technology Management
Matthew David Bickett
Michael Francis Carter III
Matthew Aaron Rector Christie
Andre Stewart Dixon *
Christopher J Hoen
James Patrick Klocke
Nathan Leyva

Bachelor of Science, Information Technology Management
Yousufuddin Mohammed

Bachelor of Business Administration, Information Technology Management, Network Management Emphasis
Brian Steve Baker
Dustin James Russell *

Bachelor of Science, Information Technology Management, Network Management Emphasis
Austin Thoma Marsh

Bachelor of Arts, International Business
Heather Ann Snoey

Bachelor of Business Administration, International Business
Athena B Barkdull **
Daniel Thomas Chackel
Jacqueline Suzanne Dean
Eugenia Georgescu
Maritza L Gomez
Alexander Heintz **
Sean P Humphrey
Skylar Ann Jett **
Lea Elizabeth Johnson
Brian J Luptak
Christopher Benjamin Medina
Bruno Oliveira
Marius Isabel Ramirez
Tommy Hung Vien
Carli Joy Lynn Visser
Hailey M Walters *

Bachelor of Science, International Business
Curtis Lynn Christiansen

Bachelor of Arts, Marketing
Falon J Lewis

Bachelor of Business Administration, Marketing
Benjamin Alexander Adams
Thomas Jon Allen
Chad Matthew Anderson
Jennie Ann Blair *
Richard Borbely
John D Bowers
Lisa Marie Brown
Amanda Catherine Burnett **

Tyler R Burnham
Mallory Grace Castle
Kimberley Jean Cloud
Daniel John Combe
Michael V DeMark
Lauren L Farr
Brittney L Gardner
Levi R Glynn
Denise Marie Green
James Alexander Hess **
Andrew Bryant Hochstrasser
Christopher Michael Kelpin
Ashley D Kern *
Kathryn P LaMott *
Manda Marie Love
Mitchell Steven Magagna
Jennifer Marie Martets
Warren Q Maxfield
Hanna Nicole Mock
Vitalina Ojeda
Hannah L Redmon *
Robert John Richards **
Isak William Rodenhiser
Melanie Snyder
Jill Lorraine Sturm
Laura Mae Vick
Carli Joy Lynn Visser
Brad R Weigle
Noelle Marie Wildish

Bachelor of Business Administration, Supply Chain Management
Majed Fahed Alenazi
Jaime Browning
Jonathan G Hansen
Amanda Anspach Hatley
Casey David Jordan *
Craig Allen Lerdall
Tyler Thomas Older
Lance Hyrum Seeley
Peter Matthew Von der Feide
Patsy V Wade
Darren L Wrigley

Bachelor of Science, Supply Chain Management
Chiaki Mesenbrink **

*Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***Summa Cum Laude (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science, Athletic Training
Bradley Dale Allison
Ashley Nicole Erickson
Melissa Michelle Jangula *
Elisabeth Louise Kimble
Grant C Newman
Andrea Patricia Ostrowski
Colton T Ricks
James Ian Sandercock
Syringa S Stark **

Bachelor of Arts, Early Childhood Studies
Rose Elizabeth Bennett-Schweizer
Deanna Marie Eldredge
Chelsie M Halliburton
Jolene Beth Henderson
Kristian Marie Klebofski
Ashley Rose Lucas *
Catherine Holm Wardwell
Megyn C Yarnell **

Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education
Jayme W Allen
Lacey Chaunel Allen
Kristina Ann Aronson
Heather Diane Banuelos
Starla Christina Bender
Drusilla Jade Black
Stephanie Ann Boling
Megan Susann Borjian
Jacquelyn Rae Bounds
Jessica Elaine Bunn
Amanda C Campbell
Brenda K Campbell ***
Kelly L Carroll
Charisse Coles
Kip Elliot DeShazo *
Krista Nicole Dornfeld
Elizabeth Cortez Reyes Droesch *
Emily Anne Eastman
Samanta Dyan Eichner **
Deanna Marie Eldredge
Kimberly K Engelbrecht *
Sherry L Evans **
Jason Ryan Fewkes
Rebecca Fish
Aaron Michael Fontaine
Tiffany Galloway **
Joanna Garcia
Marielena Alatorre Garrett
Andrew James Gillett
Ann Michelle Gliddon
Sara I Gonzalez
Jennifer Paige Gregory
Heather Nicole Hahn *
Erin Gayle Hamann *
Malia C Hendrix *
Xanthi Jean Hogg
Noel Keala Hoopai
LaNora Lani Lucille Hutchison
Marc Scot Kaurin
Courtney Megan LaRue
Susan J Lancaster
Kimberlie A Larson
Courtney Lynn Lawrence *
Timothy Ledington *
Keri Ann Legg **
Ashley Rose Lucas *
Clara Lynn Matson
Elizabeth Laura McLaughlin
Lucinda Marie Mouton
Ian Lawrence Neely
Reilly Elizabeth Newhouse *
Sandra Otero *
Tonia Dawn Overton
Stacie Robyn Pollard
Holly Marie Redmon *
Rebecca Jo Severson
Kristin Danielle Smith
LaVeny Stoddard
Carlotta Jean Vaughn *
Jennifer Lynne Warwick *
Kimberly Warwick *
Alyssa Ann Watkins
Erika Janeth Zapata *
Jordan Nicole Zeller

Bachelor of Arts, Elementary Education: Bilingual/ESL
Rocio Araceli Gonzalez
Carely L Leon
Ana Emma Tams
Lynette Kaye Weight

Bachelor of Science, Exercise Science, Fitness Evaluation and Programming Emphasis
Kristi Lynn Bercier *
Mathew John Casperson
BreAnna Craig
Annie Elizabeth Dalton
Danika Celeste Friedley *
Molly Christine Holman *
Amarissa A Jones
Guntram Harrison Maughan
Rebekah J May *
Glen S McFarland
Daniel Ryan Schumacher
Kaysha ReAnn Sparks
Marc David Tilson **
Sara Elizabeth Van Patten *

Bachelor of Science, Health Education and Promotion
Caitlin D’Andra Fuller
Pakaka Kaja Green-Tovar
Timothy Wayne Jones
Lindsay R Kenley
Kourtney Loren Romine

Bachelor of Science, K-12 Physical Education
Rachel Ann Coffin
Heidi Y Hill
Mandi Colleen Johnson
Katie Ann Kerfoot
Calvin Olen Pruett
Michele Danie Robinson
Bryan Daniel Smith
Tucker B Sweeney *

Bachelor of Arts, Special Education
Michelle Beth Carothers
Pamela Rachel Dougherty **
Erica Sue Ewing
Jason R Hazlitt
Debra Dawn Hitesman **
Lindse Michelle Murray
Vicki Jean Rupp
Lorena Lynn Ryan

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
## COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

### Bachelor of Science in Materials Science & Engineering
- Joshua Joel Durham
- Casey Jaymes Gaughan *
- Paul Michael Haas
- Timothy Colin Harris
- David Aaron Heazle
- Robert Brack
- William Judy
- Jeffrey Michael McCoy
- Ryan Patrick Mitchell
- Rick David Nielson
- Kjell Johan Ooms
- Andrew David Purin
- Brock E Randall
- Tucker J Robb
- Kristin Amber Schmidt *
- Mark Lewis Sitz
- Mark L Sanderfer
- Martin Christopher Taylor **
- Thomas Andrew Waters
- Timothy J Welch
- Adam Anthony Zavas

### Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- Wil Hansen Bake
- Christopher Allen Barker
- Bryanne Jeanette Calkins
- Dean Orant Cardwell
- Chad Millard Carter
- Richard Karl Davies
- Michael Alan Dupras
- Jared Wade Farrow
- Marilee Jean Foote
- Mckenzie Howard Fox *
- Aaron Kozar Gaipl **
- Crystal Dawn Grasmick
- Corinne Marie Haase
- Jama Lynn Hamel
- John Whitney Hildreth
- Jaime Huerta
- Brooke N Judy *
- David Alvin McLenna III
- Laura J McNinch
- Scott Allan Moreno
- Tyler S Noble
- Joel E Parks
- Aaron John Roberge
- Michael G Slegers
- Jared Hayes Smith
- Erin Lawrence Steel
- Gregory Taddicken
- Alexander M Taylor
- William Joseph Thornton
- Tye Jay Tingey
- Ashley Lorraine Zumwalt

### Bachelor of Science in Construction Management
- Mary E Bevan
- Joe B Coba
- Charles Monroe Dedeker

### Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- Mohammed Ali AlHajji
- Shane Ball
- Tyler James Brown
- Brent Carl Byron
- Jayme Ray Christensen **
- Timothy A Crothers
- Edward Lynn Epps Jr
- William Richard Grover
- Wayne Conrad Kreimeyer
- Charles Nathan Logan
- David Logan Mather
- Miguel Najera
- Nguyen Khoi nguyen Pham
- Brian Joseph Pierre *
- Anita Poudel
- Cody A Ravenscroft
- Kris Michael Ravenscroft *
- Curtis Ritter III
- Raymond Tyler Rowe ***
- David Andrew Van Arnem
- Zhi Zeng

### Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- Dave Kenneth Adamson
- Rodolfo Vasquez Barce Jr
- Benjamin Michael Becker
- Alan Lee Boyd
- Robert D Carlson
- Taylor Cheney
- Blake Christensen
- Dustyn Ray Deakins
- Travis Andrew Dean *
- Jason Hubert Griswold **
- Trent C Hall
- Cary Hollis Haws *
- Bretton James Hoffer
- Matthew D Howell
- Mark Edward Johnson *
- Carl Edward Kuchar
- Gorka Luis Legarreta
- Kathryn Ann Lewis *
- Benjamin Jeffrey Losser **
- William David Mason
- Clayton Douglas Moreau
- Junghae Na
- Mo Thi Nguyen **
- Brandon Harry Nicholls
- Tyler Bennett Phillips
- Richard Eugene Reavis
- Daniel John Routson **
- Ryan C Rust
- Albert Milton Savaria
- Andrew Karl Skinner *
- Jason Daniel Joseph Turner
- Jeremy Mackintosh Webb
- Alexander M West
- Colter James Young

### Bachelor of Science, Computer Science
- Edward C Andrews
- Adam Christopher Curran
- Christie Dawn Donovan
- Jacob Michael Forsberg
- William Gerald Foster
- Andrew Raymond Graff
- Shannon L Heck
- Craig James Hecock *
- Christopher Robert Jensen
- Tyson James Lewis *
- Bradley Scott Maxey
- Mark Allen Miller
- Ryan Christopher Rapp
- David Bruce Saad
- Ryan Lee Schafer

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science, Environmental and Occupational Health
Kip Aaron Edwards
Kimberly Nicole Henricus
Ronald Todd Higgins
Takako Onishi *
Shannon L Wirz

Bachelor of Science, Health Informatics and Information Management
Andrea Nicole Barrows
Kristie L Brown
Noelle Bruce
Philip John Jimenez III
Kendall Anne Pearce
Tessa Kim Peterson
Tara Brianne Roth
Trina Stolp
Lorinda Louise Summers **
Devon Lea Tallant
Taylor D Whitney

Bachelor of Science, Health Science Studies
Joshua John Adams
Karen Ann Baremore *
Emily S Botts
Troy Matthew Bow
Nicholas Wade Calhoun
Huanting Chen *
Jon P Criswell
Any Chantelle Davis
Lauren Elise Davis **
Mallory Marie Dziawura ***
Michael Dean Fosha
Travis Brent Frogley
Rachelle M Goold **
Jesse Myles Guettermann
Adam H Hall *
Douglas Kendall Hall
Natalie Renee Hanson *
Eric R Hinckley *
Gerald Clinton House
Jessica Dawn Huntsinger
Madonna Raoof Ibrahim
Maria Isabel Jasso Urquina
Elisha Ann Jimenez *
Stephanie K Johnson
Madison E Jones *
Thuy Phuong Joseph
Logan Marshall Kay
Lindsey H Kelley
Emily Francis Kopp
Taylor Michele Koritansky
Videlina Koleva Kouumdjieva
Jennie Collier LaPorte **
Jamie Lea Lasher
Chelsea Lynn Leatherman
Yvette Elizabeth Leizorek
Kendra Sue Maclean
Samantha Jo Millsbaugh *
Tanner W Moir
Jessica Rae Mooney
Victoria Anne Pearson
Olivia Poljakov
Stephanie McKee Reiling
Tabatha A Renz **
Nichelle Deanne Ruiz
Daniel A Saldivar *
Rubina Jean Shahbazian
Kirsten L Sorensen
Jennifer Marie Stenga
Stephanie Ann Madge Stoenner *
Anna Michelle Storrs
Amber Christen Swander
Ross Allen Taylor *
Benjamin Joshua Tverdy
Sarah Uehling *
Kristen Ruth Walker *
Lacey Nicole Williams
Kim Allen Wilson
Shauna Carolee Witt
Tara Ashley Wright
Lyndsi Marie Zapp
Matt T Genthier
Stephen Lee Stanley II

Bachelor of Science, Nursing
Courtney Lee Adam
Julie Anne Alexander
Indira Alihodzic **
Elizabeth A Allen **
Todd Berry Allen *
Jessica Dawn Ashby *
Laura Balben *
Lindsay Anne Batten
Stacie A Bilbao
Ryan Mabe Bolt
Elizabeth Anne Book 
Lacey Renee Bunker **
Staci K Carman *
Shasta Chambers *
DaNey Chen
Pamela R Chen
Jill Diane Zander Clegg
Wayne Lee Cook
Christine Arimy Cooper *
Denise Erin Dart
Sara Marie Davis
Amanda Rochelle Decker **
Stanette Elaine Desloover **
Robyn Kelli Donahue
Robyn Kelli Donahue
Tiffany A Downs
Kellidee Eddings
Charity Lynn Edwardson
Izumi Endo
Jana Marie Fisher *
Nichole M Fontaine *
Sarah D Furman **
Edward Paul Furr
Emmalie Genovese **
Cheryl Ann Gerla *
Jeremy Michael Griffin
Melissa Louise Grindstaff **
Joshua A Hansen
Pamela Jean Harmon
Jennifer Nicole Hays
Angela D Heazle
Laura Christine Hernandez **
Alice Amelia Browne Hewes
Danielle Leslie Hill
Jamie Allison Huffman
Nathan Paul Isbell **
Thomas David Sr Jakush *
Craig Allen Jelsovsky
Dallen Lamar Johns **
Jennifer Marie Jonely
Alissa Renee Keating *
Kareena Marie King *
Miranda Lea Koenekamp
Suin Lee
Michele A Lengenfelder
Shannon Kay Lewis
Brenda Marie Loewen
Michelle Teresa Long
Amber L Lords
Ali Maree Malm *
Brett Ramey McAllister *
Andrea Nicole McCarron
Nathan Brady McIndoo *
Ryan McIndoo *

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Nicole Desirah McKinley
John Kenneth McRae
Matthew B Merrell
Angela L Meyer
Adrienne Marie Miles ***
Stacie Anne Monaghan **
Peggy S Myers
Jason Dale Oakes *
Vyacheslav Osipchuk
Kara Magdalena Palone
Rikki M Peck
Sebina Mixon Pettengill *
Vanessa Monique Phillips
Rodney Travis Pickering
Valadee Marie Rad
Carly A Rambo **
Tiffany Ann Rekow
Terese Marie Rice
Laura Susanne Ritchie *
Kyle Joseph Ronnau
Natalie Anne Saunders
Deborah Ann Schirmesteir
Joseph Robert Schleif **
Robin N Slone
Scott Gary Spencer
Ann Margaret St Clair
Lisa Kay Stimpson *
Whitney H Summers
Stacy Marie Thesan
Trisha S Valdez
Michelle Therese Viola
Jeffery Michael Walker *
Britt Sonja Warsjold **
Karrzie Lynn Watson
Kellie R Watson
Hollie Wetzel
Jared Shane Whiting *
Kathryn Hannah Sue Wiedmeier
Katherine Christine Witham
Jay Jesse Wood
Wesley Shane Wyatt
Deborah Ann Yoder **

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Dental Studies
Lacey Nicole Williams

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Medical Studies
Gideon C Bender
Clifford Michael Csizmar ***
Anthony Robert Hafez *
George Labib Hafez
Kevin Michael Stroschein **

Bachelor of Science, Pre-Veterinary Medicine
Lauren K Troy
Benjamin Joshua Tverdy

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Computerized Tomography Emphasis
Melvin Scott Smith *

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Diagnostic Medical Sonography Emphasis
Sarah Lynn Rush

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, General Studies Emphasis
Shannon Carol Dixon **
Alicia Jae Jester
Jennifer M Krogue
Stephanie L Spagnolo *

Bachelor of Science, Radiologic Science, Magnetic Resonance Imaging Emphasis
Sara Lynn Hasenoehrl ***
Leslie Louise Kolstad **
Natasha Karja Snyder *
Leah B Turner ***

Bachelor of Science, Respiratory Care
Leah D Nolan **
Mohammed Abdulrahman Alolayan
Dawn Marie Alverson
Kari Christine Blackburn
Emily Renee Brandt
Douglas Eugene Crouse *
Anthony Joseph Fay
Patricia J Gillen *
Shizu Iwamoto **
Vida Khaliki
Brian John Kientz **
Laura Redwine King
Karen Charles Lane
Kali Bryanna Matlock
Kady J May *
Sherri Laura Meadows **
Akevia S Meeks
Carolyn Walton Mosley Covington
Susan B Nilson
Stephanie Ann Norman *
Christopher Michael Payne
Fredric Paul Reyes
Sharon Renee Sarver *
Stephen Shitara *
Cathy L Stevens
Katherine J Turner
Elsbeth Ruth Vance

Associate of Science, Health Informatics and Information Management
Laura Ann Baldassarre *
Ashley Laura Baltadonis *
Cris Jean Bennett
Amanda K Cook ***
Connie J Gunther
Vickie Yvonne Hacking
Konni L Hawkins *
Vernon E Hendrickson
Enatha Ibambasi
Vesmina Melkic **
Melanie Ellen Morris *
Jori Anne Nebeker
Amber N Pasta
Amber Rae Petty
David Lee Prosser
Amy Lynn Rekemeyer
Judy Ann Rohm
Jessica Nicole Scales
Richard William Schaerer
C Waive Shaw
James M Skaggs
Jonathan Clay Snively
Taylor D Whitney

Associate of Science, Radiologic Science
Leslie Ivonne Acosta Andrade *
Ferozan Ahmadi *
Stewart Michael Cathrae
Noelle M DesRosiers
Krystle Jolene Doherty
Sonja Aileen Ewing
Holli Michelle Guray *
Lauren E Hartley *
Shea Elizabeth Hobbs *
Kathy Lynn Howard
Alisa A Jensen *
Alicia Jae Jester
Lauren Danielle Jones *
Jennifer M Krogue
Stephanie Michelle Lewis *
Stephanie Lodman
Angela Marie Miller **
Joshua James Nickasch *
Elizabeth Jean Olson
Tessa Ann Partridge
Stephanie L Spagnolo *
Linsi Ann Vargas *
Hannah Marie Venn
Daniel Watland *

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology
Dianna Dawn Bentley ***
Stephanie Erin Carlson
Tamara G Cox *
Reid James Donovan
Stacey Guinn
Brady Holland Guthrie
Joseph Victor Hackman **
Joshua Lee Hood
Hannah Katrina Smith ***
Jennifer LeAnne Svancara ***
Daniel B Vigueria

Bachelor of General Studies
Julie Ann Alsop
Steven Wesley Anthony
Fernanda Eunice Battershell
Aaron Raymond Boutilier
Nancy Faith Brown
Faye J Casperson
Joshua Ryan Christensen
Brody Jay Deelstra
Robyn Leigh Fisher
Shannon Marie Foust
Robert Brent Fries
Nancy Jo Hartman **
Jenny Lynn Hasson
Nancy Fannon Henderson
Michael Ryan Kirkpatrick
Lavinia Moana Lima
Frank H Loucks
Christopher C Mc Cullough
Kimberly Anne McCluskey
Melissa Louise McPhetridge
Kimberly Dawn Miller *
Christopher Alan Moore *
Teri Marie Nolind
Ellen Elizabeth Pierce
Melanie Sue Smith
Caitlin A Stanley **
Charles Edward Teater

Bachelor of Arts, Communication
Alyssa R Adams
Whitney Adams
Gerald Dwan Alexander
Jillian Dawn Anderson
Elyse C Ballweber
Caitlin Beausoleil
Brooke Charlotte Berston
Matthew J Boothe
Janie Alcison Bos
Courtney Diane Bower
Christopher Thomas Byrne
Derek Shane Carpenter
Cheng Chuan Chung
Joseph William Cote
Brandon Deke Daniels
Bobbi Jillian Darretta
Andrew Elkins
Bridget Joy Frater
Amanda Jean Fuhriman
Paul E Greenfield
Shanna Gail Hagenah *
Stacey Marie Hansen
Amanda Holly Ann Hanson
Elizabeth K Harding
Stephen Patterson Heleker **
Jarvis Antone Hodge
Daniel Kent Homer
Victoria Susan Horn
Samantha Rene Johnson
Levi Scott Jones
Charity Jordan
Carson Jay Kawano
Alicia Jade Keily *
Chelsey Lee Kent **
Glenn Joseph Landberg
Mary Jessica Law
William Leo Lawrence

Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice
Chelsea Dawn Barnd
Michael Owen Deleon Guerrero
Kasey Dory
Christopher N Edwards

Bachelor of Arts, Communication, Secondary Education
Alex R Canfield

* CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
Kasey Susanne Farrar
Rosalie I Green
Mark Thomas Houston
Sara Ann Hurley
Christen L Lewis **
Kimberly Anne Phillips
Jennifer Jo Proctor
Kari Lynn Riggs

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice
Jason M Asher
Lindsay Rae Buck
William James Carson
Katharine Ann Creswell
Hilary C Cunningham
Kendal Jon Dyksterhouse **
Tate J Fegley **
Michael C Florian
Jennifer A Fry
Cecilia Marie Garcia
Christopher Branden Garrett
Jared Alexander Trinidad Hunter
Marianna Lynn Hyer
Madeline Papa Jacob
Andrew Micheal Jenott
Bryce C Jensen **
James R Jordan *
Anthony Edward Kerns **
Caitlynn Leach
Ryan Lofswold **
Brandie Jean Newcomer
Andrew J Phillips
Shay Marie Porter *
Kristy Lou Rasmusson
Ryan Scott Robuck
Bradley Johnathon Rudley
Amanda Weaver

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice, Corrections and Counseling Emphasis
Robert Bud Sanford *

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice, Courts and Law Emphasis
Mona Hirano

Bachelor of Arts, History, Social Studies, Secondary Education Emphasis
Stefani Danae Allen
Angela M Arnold *
Jon William Cooper
Kristin Denae Kneller *
Maxwell James Merick
Kayla Michelle Morton
Wendy Lee Sandvig
Brittany Elizabeth Smith

Bachelor of Arts, Mass Communication/Journalism
Joseph Walter Allen
Kathryn Ann Ammar
Tara Leane Hahto
Mary Violet Jenkins
Jesse D Jones
Bronwyn Nichole Leslie
Trenton Christopher Lootens
Joshua Ray Malan **
Marshall M Martinez

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice, Research Methods Emphasis
Mark Edward Richmond
Robecka Lynn Thompson **
Brian Michael Valdivia

Bachelor of Arts, History
Ryan Anthony Allen
Julie Lin Basi
William Maxwell Davis
Nicholas Scott Deem *
Kali Furman
Rachel Suzanna Hage
Jennifer Anne Held *
Charles James Hilborn
Justin Travis Jeppesen *
Charles Chase Wayne Johnson *
LoRee Lynn Kirk
Neil Luther *
Joshua Ray Malan **
Claire Elise Meraz
Heather Ann Morris
Jacob Daniel Oser
Nathaniel Andrew Potter *
Shawn C Ragan **
April Janise Raine
Michael William Reay
Michael Glenn Shier
Brian Christopher Smith **
Lesli Anne Terry
Ian James Turner **

Bachelor of Arts, Multi-Ethnic Studies
Jennifer J Miller
Rachel M Worthington *

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy Emphasis
Jennifer Deguzman Benavente
Diana M Cox *
Jason Lee Suarez Denizac *
Mark Jasper Gehrke
Wayne Harris *
Jamie LeRay Hess
Dustin Kamerman **
Elliot Paige Salmon
Zoe Deborah Wheeler
Zachary J Widner **

Bachelor of Science, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy Emphasis
Joel P Beesley
Jessie Erin Caraway
Corey Christopher Crownhart
Heather Noelle Ketchum
Evan Scott Meriwether
Tyson N Olson
Sarah Michele Smith
Matthew P Snider *
Scott A Stobie

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, International Relations Emphasis
Micah Jay Andersen
Caleb Joel Batchelor
Sorina Ann Cannon
Cassandra Ann Ganger *
Charles Chase Wayne Johnson *
Rebecca Ann Joslin **
Benjamin Gordon Larsen ***
Erin E McGown

*SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) *CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)
Bachelor of Science, Political Science, International Relations Emphasis
Joshua Bruce Cleverley
Bridget A Maloney
Tyson N Olson
Nickelous Andrew Saleen
Jennifer Leah Wees

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Public Law & Political Philosophy Emphasis
Colleen N Canfield
Derrick Robert Harris *
Angela Dawn Nelson **

Bachelor of Science, Political Science, Public Law & Political Philosophy Emphasis
Lisa Loreen Fairchild
Frank Jesse Gamma

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, Social Science, Secondary Education
Christopher K Ahlm
Kris Lynn Tucker

Bachelor of Science, Political Science, Social Science, Secondary Education
John Antoine Connor
Kathryn E Haas

Bachelor of Arts, Psychology
Jennifer Renee Astley
William Izaak Baldwin
Michelle Dawn Bidondo
Katie Ann Callen
Rosalie I Green
Tess A Grover ***
Cade Weston Hulbert **
Cole C Ivancic
Kevin Jacob Kelley
Susan W Kerr *
Richard Kilfoyle
Meghan Eileen Lightfoot *
Val Andrew Lovely
Yesika Moncada
Vonzza Ann Morris
Taylor James Rutledge
Nichole K Silveira
Ryan Oliver Simons
David Tovar
Edward Louis Wallace

Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Mikayla M Baxter
Lynzee Emilia Beasley
Jessica Lynn Beaver **

Bachelor of Arts, Social Science
Carrie Michelle Bridges
Chandi D Hall
Anne Marie Scherrer *

Bachelor of Science, Social Science
Neil F Boel
Byron Nicholas Dixon
Pamela Kay Hampton
Beth Marie Hargreaves
Rebecca Ann Johnson
Jared Paul Lainhart
Carol Beth Martin
Susan R Nasburg *
Adrianne Marie Priest
Stephen Craig Quinlin
Sharon Elaine Tilman
Shanna Lynn Wolfe
Jessica Mae Young

Bachelor of Arts, Social Work
Guadalupe Ayala
Brandi Jolene Barklow
Shelly D Barney
Lisa Nicole Barrett *
Dale Vern Blau
Sarah M Bodnar
Josephine Britton
Michelle Leigh Casella-Bass **
Jamie Tisa Coffey Kelly
Brian James Cox
Cesha G Crane **
Carissa Morgan Cruz
Rebecca Jean DeAngelis **
Kimberly Jean Demar
Christa Ann Donohue

Robert Dewane Beavers
Bridgett Leigh Bennett
Cristina Bistricean
Melynda Naomi Brendis
Michelle Loreen Carda *
Erica Leigh Christianson *
Jennilee Claassen
Taylor Lee Coleman **
Jacqueline Nicole Corral
Casey N Dahlgren
Hannah Rae Derrick **
Denise Eileen Donato
Selina Y Flores
Samantha Lynne Gagnon
Lorena Rivera Garcia
Carly Marie Gintz
Crystal J Glenn **
Meredith Kelleher Grace
Katie Lynn Griffis
Michelle Allana Harbst
Shae Hart
Sara Marie Hartje **
Lori Jane Henderson
Katherine Elaine Hirai *
Jayde Renee Hoffman *
Alisa A Jensen *
Haleigh N Johnson
James R Jordan *
Lilia Juarez **
Jessica Taylor Kesler
Brittany N Knox
Kenneth Brock Lamm
Jon Fredric Lang **
J Nicole Lee
Lindsey Ann Lee
Lindsay Kristen Mabe
Ashley Nicole McBride
Veronica Renee McMurren *
Stacey Nelson *
Allison Kate McMurren
Nancy Perez
Heather Anne Perkins **
Bevery Ann Pochardt
Kourtney Loren Romine
Jacob Stewart Root
Stacey M Rose *
Bradley Johnathon Rudley
William Bion Scherrer *
Lucas Jay Silvers
Aaron Jeffrey Smith
Michelle C Sommer
Erin Engel Stotts

*Morgan Dee Strasser *
Emily Swenson
Maria E Tellez
Sierra Gayle Teseo *
Catherine Anne Thomas *
Ashley Yvonne Thropp
Almedina Toomey
Gail Eileen Villarreal
Brandon Tyler Wilcox
Amber A Williams
Katie Joy Wilson *
LaLania Rae Woodstrom
Ryan Joseph Zimmerman

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average) **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average) ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
28 • Undergraduate Degrees

Peggy Maureen Doshier
Hillary Christine Drashner
Caroline Amanda Drummond
Jesse J Fessenden
Kirsten Leigh Giles
Cody Scott Hafer
Marilyn Hiller *
Amy Ann Howard
Jeremy W Irvin *
Jacqueline A Jansen **
Erica Anne Jones *
Kristin Nicole Kent
Benjamin Ramon Lara *
Stephanie M Law
Jeremiah S Legg
Brian Ezra Lewis
Lindsey Ann Matson *
Julie Marie Meek *
Ivy C Meissner *
Donna Sebastiana Morales
Korena Dawn Moreland
Karen Rae Morton
Lyndsey R Muntifering *
Jacqueline Ann Obert
Pamela N Ormond
Matthew Todd Poslusny
Jennifer Stacie Provencio
Molly Suzanne Sanchez

Winfred Lawrence Scott
Flyer Lee Seabrook
Maria Eugenia Sotelo
Thomas Lee Trau
Breanne Marie Varela
Jeremy David Walker
Alicia J Wallace
Ivy Shandel Williams
Julie Ann Wrazin *

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Christina Ruth Coats
Jamie LeRay Hess
Alexandra Ornelas **
David Joseph Prickett
Jason G Rucker

Bachelor of Science, Sociology
Tiffany Lynn Aguilar
Mark David Beach
Amy Jo Benson *
Stephanie Mary Boel
Amelia Jean Brogdon
Jacki E Doty **
Rebecca Lynn Guyette
Amity Star Harrison
Marilyn Hiller *
Christine Gail Richardson
Kevin V Schreiber

Brigette Ann Seppa
Levin Elias Welch

Associate of Science, Criminal Justice
Lynzee Emilia Beasley
Lorena Rivera Garcia
Alixandre Gabrielle Garner
Crystal J Glenn **
Daniel Kent Homer
Maria Lynn Hyer
Maria Danielle McMillan
George Larry Morris
Elizabeth Ortiz-Dominguez
Darci Rita Peterson
Garret Don Tillitt **
Jacqueline Ann Toy

Associate of Arts, Social Science
Nyssa Jean Adams
Steven Michael Albright
Rachel Hannah Cuellar
Alana Catherine Dunn
Kasey Susanne Farrar
Kristie Haas
John T Hoover
Sean Patrick Kelly
Michael Scott Pearson

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Points Average)
PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Associate of Applied Science, Drafting Technology
David James Gillette

Associate of Applied Science, Electronics Technology
Tony Lee Adams
Dionisio Iker Amuchastegui
David G Bowman *
Charles Cody Burnham *
Alexey Chernish **
Michael V Christensen **
Kenneth M Dodds
James Todd Gleason *
William Gene Kirkpatrick
Robert L Kolenic **
Hoa Thi Truong ***
Matthew Dale York ***

Associate of Applied Science, Industrial Electronic Technology
Larry James Attebery *

Advanced Technical Certificate, Accounting Technology
Tiffany Ann Dansie *
Advanced Technical Certificate, Administrative Office Technology
Matthew Cecil Thorpe
Advanced Technical Certificate, Automotive Technology
Chad Alan Knopp
Advanced Technical Certificate, Auto Body
Jamie Kay Givens
Roberto Rojas **
Carlos Salinas
Advanced Technical Certificate, Child Care and Development
Ashley N Verrinder
Advanced Technical Certificate, Computer Network Technology
Jesse Nava Flores
Roland Eugene Johnson *
Jacob J Kowalski *
Sarah Hales Steel ***
Shad Alan Steele
Advanced Technical Certificate, Culinary Arts
David Joseph Hanson
Advanced Technical Certificate, Electronics Technology
Wesley Dean Hadden
Robert L Kolenic **
Advanced Technical Certificate, Heavy Equipment Technology
Austin Michael Garcia *
Advanced Technical Certificate, Machine Tool Technology
Micah Laurance Callahan
Joshua Wade Larsen ***
Donald L McKenney *
Advanced Technical Certificate, Mechanical Welding Technology
Spencer B Ford
Advanced Technical Certificate, Marketing Management Technology
Ellyn A Brazzil
Troy Donald Irvine
Advanced Technical Certificate, Recreational and Small Engine Repair Technology
Jamie Mitchell Braun **
Cory J Picotte ***
Advanced Technical Certificate, Welding
Jason Elam
Technical Certificate, Automotive Technology
Jacki S Heagy
Technical Certificate, Dental Assisting
Alexandria Jo Mulanix
Technical Certificate, Machine Tool Technology
Micah Laurance Callahan
Justin R Hammond
Technical Certificate, Marketing Management Technology
Rebekah Ann McConnell
Technical Certificate, Recreational and Small Engine Repair Technology
Daniel Palmer

*CUM LAUDE (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
DOCTORAL GRADUATES

JANET DOWNS, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Assessing the Value of a High School Mentoring Program
Chair: Scott Willison, Professor, Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies

EMILY LOUISE GIBSON, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: School Choice Decisions: A Naturalistic-Constructivist Inquiry into Parents' Perceptions on School Choice and School Improvement at a Pedagogically Progressive Charter School
Chair: Scott Willison, Professor, Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies

DONNIE HALE, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Does Upward Bound Impact Academic Self-Efficacy?
Chair: Scott Willison, Professor, Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies

DARLENE HELENE HARTMAN-HALLAM, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Changes and Choices: Principal Leadership Responsibilities and Student Achievement
Chair: Lawrence Rogien, Associate Professor, Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies

QAWI IBN ZAYD HARVARD, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Low Power, High Bandwidth, and Ultra-Small Memory Module Design
Chair: R. Jacob Baker, Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering

DIANNA HOOLEY, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Independent Content-Area Reading and High School Students' Learning and Engagement
Chair: Lee Dubert, Associate Professor, Literacy

KRISTINA LUCKEY, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Measurement of Life Skill Acquisition of the Idaho First Lego League State Tournament Participants Ages 9-14
Chair: Louis Nadelson, Associate Professor, Curriculum Instruction and Foundational Studies

EUN KYOUNG YU, Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: Introducing Dialogue Back into the Classroom: Blending Narrative Storytelling in Social Sciences
Chair: Anne Gregory, Professor, Literacy
TOP TEN SCHOLARS

Top Ten Scholars are chosen from among the top 10 percent of Boise State's graduating class of more than 3,000 students for 2010-11. They are selected based on academic performance, recommendation from college deans, and extracurricular and research activities. Each student also honors a Boise State professor who was particularly influential to his or her success. This year's award winners, in alphabetical order, and their honored professors are:

GUISELA BAHRUTH, Guatemala, is a Spanish major who has worked as writer-in-residence at The Cabin literary center in Boise for more than 10 years and has taught Spanish at Foothills School of Arts and Sciences and Riverstone International School. Bahruth presents writing workshops for street children in Guatemala and women and Latinos in the Northwest and publishes their work through her own publishing company. Her writing has appeared in numerous publications including twice in the Idaho Statesman. Her travels have taken her to India for a 100-kilometer walking pilgrimage sponsored by the Boise Hare Krishna Temple and to a Buddhist sanctuary in Costa Rica. She embraces multicultural experiences and hopes to visit Africa soon. For her next challenge, she has been accepted to the graduate program in literacy at Boise State to continue her love of learning.

STEPHANIE BARNES, Boise, is a materials science and engineering major who has been a research assistant with the Nanoscale Materials and Device Group for three years. She was named nanofabrication team lead after her first year and is a Lead Undergraduate Research Assistant. Her research involves DNA nanotechnology using a technique called DNA origami to create nanoscale devices. She received an INBRE summer fellowship in 2009, and placed second in the Faculty Choice Award for her INBRE undergraduate poster at the summer conference. Barnes also presented her work at the Foundations of Nanotechnology international conference in 2010 and 2011. She is a member of engineering honor society Tau Beta Pi and the MSE Club, where she participated in community service and scientific outreach including Rake Up Boise, Discover Engineering Day and Nano Day at Boise's Discovery Center. Next year Barnes will begin the bioengineering Ph.D. program at California Institute of Technology.

DEBRA BONKOSKI, Idaho Falls, is a business economics major with a minor in applied mathematics. In 2009, Bonkoski won a Critical Language Scholarship from the U.S. State Department in cooperation with the Council of American Overseas Research and spent the summer in an intensive Arabic study program in Tunis, Tunisia. She has interned with the Area VI Agency on Aging in Idaho Falls and with the Intermountain Fair Housing Council in Boise. Her tutoring roles include English for adult refugees, Arabic and math at the campus Math Drop-in Center, where she teaches basic algebra through calculus III. Bonkoski serves on the Student Advisory Committee for the College of Business and Economics and is co-president of Boise State's Arabic Club. In June, she plans to move to Ghana, West Africa, to be a junior high school math teacher for the Peace Corps.
CLIFFORD “CLIFF” CSIZMAR, Sandpoint, is a chemistry and pre-med major with a minor in biology who will graduate through the Boise State Honors College. His work on the introduction of modern instrumentation into chemistry laboratories has been published in the *Journal of Chemical Education*, and he has presented his work on the development of a convergent aziridinomitosene synthesis at local, regional and national conferences. His presentations have garnered an INBRE Choice Award as well as several travel awards. Csizmar is a founding member of the Boise State Paintball Club and is president of the Chemistry Club, which has been involved with several community outreach projects both on and off campus. While in school, he has worked at a local technology start-up, pSiFlow Technology Inc., and volunteered at the Boise Watershed Environmental Education Center, teaching water safety and responsibility to children. Upon graduation he plans to attend medical school.

CADE HULBERT, Boise, is a psychology major who, through the Ada County Sheriff’s Office, tutors inmates studying for the GED. He is a two-year recipient of the Psychology Department Scholarship and is a member of both Psi Chi, the international psychology honor society, and the National Society of Collegiate Scholars. As current president of the Boise State Psi Chi chapter, Hulbert has participated in Rake Up Boise and Paint the Town. He also organized fundraisers to help undergraduates travel to conferences. His own research was presented at the 2010 Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Conference and the 2010 Boise State Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Conference. He will share his current research at the 2011 Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Conference this month. Hulbert’s extracurricular volunteerism has included time with the Boise VA Medical Center, the Epilepsy Foundation of Idaho and the Ada County Sheriff’s Office. His future plans include becoming a deputy with the Ada County Sheriff’s Office, where he hopes to eventually work as a detective.

LILIA JUAREZ, Mexico and Rupert, is a psychology major and recipient of the Lightfoot Foundation and Psychology Department scholarships. She also participated in the McNair Scholars program and the Honors College. Her research led to an article titled “Drive for Muscularity and Drive for Thinness: The Impact of Pro-Anorexia Websites,” which is currently under review for *Eating Disorders Journal*. Juarez is a member of Psi Chi and the Association for Psychological Science and volunteers at Interfaith Sanctuary. She currently is a teaching and research assistant to Mary Pritchard (TA health and social psychology, RA independent research projects), Kimberly Henderson (TA psychology 101), and Teresa Taylor (RA in her research project). She will present at the Western Psychological Association annual conference and the Boise State Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Conference. Juarez plans to begin a graduate program in developmental psychology this fall.

JAMES “JIMMY” MATSUURA, Blackfoot, is a respiratory care major who currently is employed as a registered respiratory therapist at Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, where he is involved in an ongoing quality improvement project that works to enhance respiratory care for patients with acute spinal cord injuries. Matsuura led and conducted an original study on adult mechanical ventilation, which was accepted and published in *Respiratory Care Journal*. He presented his research at the 2009 American Association for Respiratory Care International Conference and the 2010 Boise State Undergraduate Research and Scholarship Conference. Matsuura is a member of the Boise State Honors College and served as both vice president and president for the Boise State Respiratory Care Students group. In addition, he volunteered for the Idaho Food Bank and the Boise Bicycle Project. In the future, he plans to advance his knowledge as a respiratory therapist at St. Al’s and eventually pursue an advanced medical degree.
MO NGUYEN, Vietnam, is a mechanical engineering major who moved to the United States at the age of eight and attended an English as a Second Language program through sixth grade to learn English. Nguyen's many awards include the National Science Foundation Scholarship and the NASA Idaho Space Grant Scholarship. As an intern, she led students at the NASA Langley Research Center to resolve issues on a rapid prototyping technology project called Electron Freeform Fabrication. She was one of six students out of 300 chosen to present her work at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Nguyen is a member of the Boise State Honors College and the engineering honor society Tau Beta Pi. Through her lead position with the NASA Microgravity Outreach Plan, she helped coordinate, design and teach a six-week class to underrepresented Caldwell High School students to encourage them to pursue higher education in STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) fields. She plans to pursue a career in space exploration and earn a master's degree in mechanical engineering.

ALEXANDRA ORNELAS, Emmett, is a sociology major with minors in Mexican American studies and Latin American and Latino/a studies. As a McNair Scholar, Ornelas conducted research and made presentations at conferences including the 2010 Pacific Sociological Association Annual Meeting and the 2009 Pacific Northwest Regional Conference of the National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies. In 2010, she was selected to participate in the Summer Research-Early Identification program at Stanford University. She was a teaching assistant for courses including social problems and racial and cultural minorities, and she serves on the community advisory board for the Idaho Partnership for Hispanic Health, which is a multi-organizational partnership that identifies key health concerns in the Latino community in Idaho. After graduation, Ornelas plans to attend graduate school to study education and Mexican-American studies.

TABATHA RENZ, Dillon, Montana, is a health science studies major and a first-generation college student who recently was appointed by Idaho’s governor to a three-year term as a commissioner for Serve Idaho, the Governor’s Commission on Service and Volunteerism. Renz received national exposure at conferences including the University Presidential Inaugural Conference and the Clinton Global Initiative University. She spent one year studying abroad in Prague, Czech Republic and volunteers with Boise’s refugee population through the Agency for New Americans. Her leadership positions have included roles with the Boise State chapter of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Volunteer Services Board and Honors Student Association. Renz plans to commit to a term of service with AmeriCorps before attending graduate school and also will focus on developing a program to help returning combat soldiers reintegrate into their communities and families through volunteer projects.
HONORS COLLEGE

The Honors College offers exceptional undergraduate students a challenging interdisciplinary curriculum and a rich array of co-curricular activities. Those who have completed the prescribed course of study and have at least a 3.5 GPA graduate with honors. Distinguished Honors may be granted to a student whose record of Honors College activities and community service indicates outstanding performance.

DISTINGUISHED HONORS

Stephanie Lee Barnes
BS in Materials Science & Engineering

Clifford Michael Csizmar
BS, Chemistry and Pre-Medical Studies

Tess A Grover
BA, English, Literature Emphasis and Psychology

Kathleen Hamilton
BA, English, Literature Emphasis

Sara Marie Hartje
BS, Psychology

Stephen Heleker
BA, Communication

Rebecca Ann Joslin
BA, Political Science and Spanish

Lilia Juarez
BS, Psychology

Jennie Collier LaPorte
BS, Health Science Studies

Benjamin Gordon Larsen
BA, Political Science, International Relations Emphasis

Mo Nguyen
BS in Mechanical Engineering

Tabatha A Renz
BS, Health Science Studies

Raymond Tyler Rowe
BS in Electrical Engineering

Ian James Turner
BA, History

Ryan Warburton
BBA, General Business & Human Resource Management

HONORS

Kristi Lynn Bercier
BS, Exercise Science, Fit Evaluation and Programming

Diana M Cox
BA, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy Emphasis

Danika Celeste Friedley
BS, Exercise Science, Fit Evaluation and Programming

Mark Jasper Gehrke
BA, Political Science, American Government and Public Policy Emphasis

Shanna Gail Hagenah
BA, Communication and Spanish

Adam H Hall
BS, Health Science Studies

Sarah B Holman
BA, English, Literature Emphasis

Charles Chase Wayne Johnson
BA, History and Political Science, International Relations Emphasis

Brooke Elizabeth Jane Kelly
BS, Biology, Zoology Emphasis

Rikki M Peck
BS, Nursing

Laura Susanne Ritchie
BS, Nursing
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORS

This title constitutes the highest honor Boise State University can bestow on its faculty members. The honor is reserved for a very small number of faculty who were selected for their major contributions to their academic disciplines and for their promise of future achievement.

Leslie Alm
Public Policy & Administration

Alm has served as chair for both the Political Science Department and the Department of Public Policy & Administration, director of the MPA graduate program, member of the university’s Northwest Accreditation team, and more. His services outside Boise State includes the editorial board for American Government Data Base, Western Social Sciences Association executive council and manuscript referee and editorial board member for 10 professional journals. His research on how science informs environmental policy has had significant impact on national policies. He received his Ph.D. in political science and M.A. in educational administration from Colorado State University and a B.S. in engineering from the U.S. Military Academy, West Point.

Matthew J. Kohn
Geosciences

Kohn’s research expertise includes development and use of geochemical techniques to investigate paleoclimate, paleobiology and mountain building. He has written numerous highly cited papers in top scientific journals and has edited two books in geochemistry and mineralogy. He is a member of five professional societies, currently serves an elected official in the American Geophysical Union, and is a fellow in the both the Geological Society of America and the Mineralogical Society of America. Kohn received his Ph.D. and M.S. in geology from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and his B.S. in geology from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Gary F. Moncrief
Political Science

Moncrief’s research on state legislatures, campaigns and elections has established him as a leading authority on state government. He has authored or edited five books and over 50 journal articles and book chapters, and is a frequent speaker at national and regional meetings of state officials. In 2004, he was the recipient of the Foundation Research Scholar Award. Moncrief holds a Ph.D. in political science from the University of Kentucky. He received his undergraduate degree from the University of California, Santa Barbara.
Julia Thom Oxford
Biological Sciences

Recent research by Julia Thom Oxford helped in discovery of an important mechanism in the process by which bones build and maintain strength and elasticity. Since arriving at Boise state in 2000, she has helped forge an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program, brought in high-level grants, co-directed the Musculoskeletal Research Center and initiated and directs the Biomolecular Research Center. She is a member of several professional societies, including American Society for Bone and Mineral Research and Mountain States Tumor and Medical Research Institute. Oxford received her Ph.D. and M.S. in biochemistry and biophysics from Washington State University and her B.A. in chemistry and biology from Linfield College.

Alex Punnoose
Physics

Alex Punnoose's major areas of research focus on nanotechnology and include nanoparticle-based cancer and antibacterial therapies, spintronics, nanotoxicology and nanosensors. Beyond his own department, he has served on graduate thesis committees and won joint research grants with faculty across disciplines, and he has been involved in curriculum development and more than four graduate programs on campus. He is the recipient of the 2007 Foundation Scholar Award for Research. Punnoose received his Ph.D. and M.S. in physics from Aligarh University, India, and his B.S. in physics from the Mahatma Gandhi University, India.

Gregory A. Raymond
Political Science

Raymond holds the Frank and Bethine Church Chair of Public Affairs and was named the 1994 Idaho Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation. The recipient of the Foundation Scholar Awards for both research and teaching, he has published 16 books, over 100 articles, and has lectured in 22 countries on foreign policy and world politics. He has also won nine awards for teaching excellence and was a Pew Faculty Fellow in International Affairs at Harvard University. Raymond received his Ph.D. and M.A. in international studies from the University of South Carolina and a B.A. in political science from Park College.
EMERITI FACULTY

For meritorious service to Boise State University, the following retiring faculty are being recognized as part of today's commencement ceremony.

**Devan Cook, Associate Professor**
English Department
14 years of service

**James Girvan, Professor/Dean**
College of Health Sciences
12 years of service

**Rena Sanderson, Professor**
English Department
27 years of service

**Kathleen Rohrig, Associate Professor**
Mathematics Department
28 years of service
The Commencement exercise is a fitting conclusion to a successful academic career and earning of a university degree. The ceremony is based on 800 years of academic tradition handed down from European universities of the Middle Ages. Commencement ceremonies, with their academic gowns, mortarboards, tassels, hoods and maces, are colorful, festive and dignified. It is a ceremony to recognize the successes of the University and the students who merit degrees.

**ACADEMIC PROCESSION**

The academic procession is a featured part of the commencement program—a symbolic declaration that all members of the academic community are bound by a common purpose and shared commitment to the ideals of higher education, including the search for meaning, truth and understanding.

The presidential party—the president, the provost, the vice presidents, and deans—is led by a mace bearer, who is a faculty member and the president of the faculty senate.

**THE MACE**

The mace, generally made of wood and clad in metal, was used as a weapon during the Middle Ages. The mace has evolved into a symbol of authority and is carried at commencement and at ceremonies where honors or degrees are to be awarded.

**ACADEMIC ATTIRE**

The caps, gowns, and hoods in the processional are symbolic of the Middle Ages. Because universities developed from church schools, both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and wore clerical clothing based on monastic dress.

The traditional hat developed from the skull cap worn in cold weather. In Europe, a bonnet with tassel is still worn, but in America it has been replaced by the mortarboard cap or tam with tassel. The bachelor's gown, with its long, pointed sleeves, is worn closed. The master's gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear section is square cut. The doctor's gown often was furred, a decoration that survives today as the velvet on the front and sleeves.

The tassel colors seen in the processional correspond to the field of study.

**THE MASTER'S HOOD**

The academic hood was originally worn over the head in bad weather. Now, it is added to the apparel of those who earn master's and doctoral degrees.

The colors on the hoods represent two things: the wearer's Alma Mater and the department of learning. The silk lining is in the colors of the college or university granting the degree. The velvet trim is the color that represents the departments of learning in which the degree was obtained.

The master's hood, presented by Boise State University's Graduate College, displays a blue and orange chevron, denoting the University's colors. The color of the velvet border represents the field of study in which the degree is awarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts, Architecture</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Russett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Economics</td>
<td>Maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Olive Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Sage Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science/Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Science</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Veterinary Science... Scarlet

The tassel colors seen in the processional correspond to the field of study.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Guests and family members must remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony, including the processional and recessional, and will not be allowed on the arena floor.

Elevators are available at Entrances 1 and 2.

For medical emergencies or care, please check with ushers.

Immediately following the ceremony, faculty and graduates will proceed in the recessional through the Honor March to the reception on the Intramural Field adjacent to the Arena and the Appleton Tennis Center. Each college will have a specially designated area where family and guests can meet graduates.

The Boise State University Spring Commencement ceremony will be broadcast on Channel 11, Public Access TV on Saturday, May 21, 2011, at 10:00 a.m.

The Boise State University Bookstore will be selling DVD's of the ceremony beginning in June. Additional information can be found on their website http://www.boisestatebooks.com/.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Recessional music, "Golden Jubilee," was composed by Dr. Mel Shelton, Professor Emeritus, for Boise State University's 50th Anniversary (1982).

The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to John Carpenter of John Carpenter's Flowers for providing the flowers for the ceremony; Noah Bard of PSI and his crew for furnishing the audio/visual/lighting for the ceremony; and Leslie Pass, Ron Janeczko, Shannon Reed and the Taco Bell Arena staff whose hard work and dedication make the ceremony run smoothly.

A special thanks goes to Ann Price, Special Lecturer, Theatre Arts, and Richard Klautsch, Professor and Department Chair, Theatre Arts, for the monumental task of reading the names of each graduate.

The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Bronco Battalion, Army ROTC, Boise State University under the direction of MSG Jason Larsen. Color guard members are CDT Billett, CDT Colledge, CDT Hervey, and CDT Garrett Wattier.

City of Boise Police Pipes and Drums consists of Boise Police Officers and volunteers. They are under the direction of Sgt. Rob Gallas.

Boise Police Honor Guard members are Jared Bish, Casey Hancuff, and Mike Riley.

The Spring 2011 Commencement Committee: Kelli Rooney, Co-Chair, Office of the Provost, Mandy Nelson, Co-Chair, Registrar's Office, Marcy Dugger, College of Arts and Sciences, Joanie Anderson, College of Business and Economics, Reggy Leone, College of Education, Andy Diehl, College of Engineering, Julie Gerrard, Graduate College, Michelle Davis, College of Health Sciences, Suzan Raney, College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs, Rose Marie Parsons, Albertsons Library, Rachel Orr, Bookstore, Merrick Gulker, Conference Services, Sheila Weaver, Office of the Provost, Leslie Pass, Taco Bell Arena.

DISCLAIMER

The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors in the program are preliminary and subject to final degree requirement evaluation. The posting of the earned degree on the official transcript record in the Registrar’s Office remains the official testimony of possession of the degree.
OUR JOURNEY TO DESTINATION DISTINCTION

Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is Boise State's $175 million fundraising initiative launched in August 2007. The comprehensive campaign will transform Boise State into a metropolitan research university of distinction, provide unparalleled opportunities for students and improve the quality of life for all Idahoans.

The campaign focuses on three areas: People, places and programs. Boise State's students, faculty and staff (people) are our motivation and our most critical resource. New buildings, labs and other facilities (places) will enable us to impart knowledge and share in discovery. Exceptional academics and an enhanced research agenda (programs) will help us to achieve distinction.

Meeting these goals requires a broader base of support. Achieving and sustaining this level of greatness requires a commitment from our alumni, supporters and community partners.

Destination Distinction: The Campaign for Boise State University is spearheaded by University Advancement and the Boise State University Foundation. A nonprofit Idaho organization, the Foundation serves as the custodian for donations to the university and assists with fundraising. With generous help from individuals, corporations and foundations, we can achieve the goals of Destination Distinction and take Boise State to unprecedented heights.

Boise State University Foundation
(208) 426-3276
www.universityadvancement.org
Guests will find this diagram helpful in locating the approximate seating of the degree candidates.